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Adolf Würth GmbH & Co. KG, 74650 Künzelsau

##keep##

A versatile sealant that can be dabbed off, does 
not harden and cannot be painted over.

Forms a skin after a few minutes
Surface skin re-forms if the joint is damaged

Remains permanently sticky, does not harden 
and does not run off

High degree of material compatibility
Chrome, paint and rubber are not affected

Does not become brittle

Colour Min./max. temperature resistance Art. no. P. Qty. 
Black -30 to +100 °C 0890 100 043 1 / 12
Grey -30 to 100 °C 0890 100 143 1 / 12

Sealant, removable

Chemical basis Polyisobutylene
Resistance against Water, Alkaline water, Aging

Details/Application

Can be used as a sealant in caravans, motorhomes, commercial vehicles, ships and equipment engineering. For sealing cracks, 
transitions, overlaps, bolted connections, roof systems, trim strips, windows, domed roof lights and under cover strips. Not suit-
able for expansion joints.

Instructions
##keep##

The surfaces to be sealed must be clean, dry and free of grease. Spray sealant into joints, grooves, crevices, etc. and spread. 
Excess material can be dabbed off using the material itself or using bodywork sealing tape (after a brief flash-off time).  For 
more information, please refer to the technical data sheet.

Notice

Not suitable for expansion joints.

The usage instructions are recommendations based on the tests we have conducted and on our experience; carry out your own tests before each appli-
cation. Due to the large number of applications and storage and processing conditions, we do not assume any liability for a specific application result. 
Insofar as our free customer service provides technical information or acts as an advisory service, no responsibility is assumed by the provision of this 
service except where the advice or information given falls within the scope of our specified, contractually agreed service or the advisor was acting 
deliberately. We guarantee the consistent quality of our products. We reserve the right to make technical changes and further develop products. For 
further information, please refer to the technical data sheet.
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